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There has been lot of discussion off-late as to what leadership is 
and what is not. What does Leader do differently than the 
manager? 

There have been many definitions being referred to which at 
times confuses a young leader. 

So how does one explain in simple terms as to what is leadership? 

Leadership is act of influencing a team/division/organization for 
getting them from current state to desired state. 

The matrix organization is consistent 
internal reflection of external complexity. 
The direct line reporting relationship 
corresponds to classical understanding of 
leadership. One look at the organization 
chart will suffice to show who is under 
whom and who reports to whom. 

A leader in an organization is part of com-
plex social system that is subjected to 
complex patterns of rules, interactions 
and relationships. A systemic approach to 
leadership proposes a view that sees the 
leader as part of complex, dynamic 

system and sees the task of leadership on 
an organization as creating a context in 
which the overall goals can be achieved. 

Systemic leadership can be distinguished 
from classical leadership approaches 
essentially through the attitude and the 
choice of forms of intervention. Systemic 
leadership interventions aim to provoke 
self-reflection in order to create new 
perspectives and insights about existing 
patterns rather than explaining an appar-
ently observable phenomenon with an 
expert answer. 

What Is
Leadership?

Leadership Models CLASSICAL AND SYSTEMIC 
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The extent to which coaching attitude can be 
considered as appropriate in a leadership role 
is to a large extent determined by the mental 
model of leadership role itself. 

Coaching is a method of supporting people in 
finding their own solutions. 

Difference between coaching and mentoring 
can be plotted in a model where Y-Axis has 
extremes of Ask and Tell where X- Axis extremes 
are Problem and Solution.

Coaching is all about asking relevant questions 
to have coachee find his/her own answers 
whereas mentoring is all about providing 
answers based on leader’s superior knowledge 
of the subject. 

HOW DO YOU INFLUENCE? 

Leaders influence by two ways – Push and Pull 
Push is where leader instructs the team as to 
what needs to be done and how will that be 
accomplished. 

Pull is when leaders discusses the objective and 
goal and together with the team comes up with 
how that will be accomplished. 

Leaders use both the strategies depending 
upon the situation, timelines and criticality of 
the situation. 



• ENTHUSIASTIC – This individual is high on  will but is low to medium on skill. The individual 

is willing to learn, be a part of th e team, contribute to best of his abilities and expedite 

the learning process. 

• DISILLUSIONED WORKER – This individual is low to medium on both skill 

an d will. These are the individual who start finding faults with everything 

around. They feel nothing is happening with their careers and are low on 

motivation. They lose interest in learning and up-skilling themselves. 

• CAUTIOUS PERFORMER – These are high on skill but low to medium 

on will. They are on wait and watch mode. They keep looking for the results 

in term of efforts being put. They have a very cautious approach towards 

work. They are always found sitting on the fence. 

• SELF RELIANT – These individual are in their comfort space. They are high on skill and 

will. They are geared to give their best, have a positive attitude and don’t let distractions 

impact them for long. 
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D1 - Enthusiastic   L-M  H

D2 - Disillusioned Learner  L-M  L-M

D3 - Cautious Performer  H  L-M

D4 - Self Reliant Achiever  H  H

SKILL WILL
D1 - Enthusiastic   L-M  H

D2 - Disillusioned Learner  L-M  L-M

D3 - Cautious Performer  H  L-M

D4 - Self Reliant Achiever  H  H

SKILL WILL

Leaders 
  know their TEAMS
Leaders 
  know their TEAMS

D1

D2

D3

D4

Leaders influence by knowing where the individual member of the team stands in terms of skill 
and will. Individuals can be classified into four buckets depending upon their skill and will levels. 

Once leaders categorize the team under these categories, they know as to with whom coaching 
will work and with whom mentoring have to be done.  
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The coaching toolbox contains a battery of questions that have 
two main characteristics: they are open and they invite the 
coachee to change perspective. 
Open questions aim to encourage the coachee to give a full 
and meaningful answer using the coachee’s own knowledge, 
feelings and experience. Answers to the open question invite 
the coachee to change perspectives, help to uncover the 
complex relationship with own system.  

The Coaching 
Toolbox 

A coaching process consists of four phases as follows:
THE COACHING PROCESS
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A5E Consulting is a professional 
services organization operating in 
“Strategy, Consulting and 
Technology” verticals. With a 
global approach to service delivery, 
it responds to clients' complex 
business challenges with a range of 
solutions designed specifically to 
meet that challenge. 

A5E HR Consulting Practice enables 
organizations to realize the 
potential of their biggest strength 
which is their talent pool. A5E 
helps organization with hiring, and 
enabling talent.

www.A5EConsulting.com 

Marketing@A5EConsulting.net

Linkedin HR group powered by A5E - The HR illuminati at 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/10306808


